
Year 2 Term 2: Sweets Galore!  

 

Welcome back to the start of a new and exciting term! We have 

an amazing topic to take us up to Christmas and we are all 

looking forward to the fantastic and wonderful homework 

projects that you share with us! 

 

Compulsory Homework Activities 

Your child will be receiving a homework book to work in.  

 English and Maths tasks will also be given to help reinforce the learning expectations 

of the National Curriculum and will link to our learning within school. Initially this will 

be a few tasks throughout the term but will increase in frequency and become a weekly 

task as expectations build throughout the year.  

 Homework books will be sent home on a Monday and we ask that they are returned to 

school by Friday of the same week to allow class teachers time to mark the completed 

homework before new tasks are sent home. 

Additional optional Topic Homework Ideas- To do throughout the Term 

 To support our topic learning, we ask you to complete additional tasks and projects 

using some of the ideas below. These are only suggested activities and we welcome 

your creativity so if your child has a different idea that links to the topic- brilliant! 

Please share images of these projects via Evidence Me. 

Possible Ideas for Sweets Galore: 

 Design a sweet wrapper 

 Make your own sweets and write the recipe 

 Make a poster for a brand of sweets (or your own if you prefer) 

 Draw or create your own sweet factory (using junk modelling) 

 Make up a rhyme or poem about your favourite sweets 

 Research how your favourite sweets are made or where they come from 

 Do a survey about favourite sweets of people you know and draw a simple chart to 

show this 

 Create a sweet shop price list and decide how much you could buy for 10p? 20p? 

£1.00? etc.. 

 Any other idea you may have! 

 

PARENT: I confirm that I have read through this with my child and will support them in 

any  

homework they undertake. 

 

Signed: ………………………………………. 

 

Thank you for your continued support from the KS1 Team.  


